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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Smithsonian Institution, Office of Fellowships and Grants
Title: Grant Review Files
Dates: 1983-1985
Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 01-039, Smithsonian Institution, Office of Fellowships and Grants, Grant Review Files

Descriptive Entry

These records include Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program grant review files, both accepted and rejected, which document international funding requests for development in museum collections, scholarly initiatives, and public programs. The records date back to when Francine C. Berkowitz served as Grants Program Manager at the Office of Fellowships and Grants. They consist of Berkowitz's correspondence, memoranda, and notes; grant applications; proposals; review committee summaries; and budgetary information.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Research grants

Types of Materials:
Color photographs
Manuscripts

Names:
Berkowitz, Francine C.
Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program.
Container Listing

Box 1

FELDHAUS, Anne; Arizona State University; AC February 1984 - A Dictionary of Old Marathi

GARDNER, Robert; Harvard University; AC February 1984 - Cultural and Visual Anthropological Research on Indian Ritual

GOLDSTEIN, Melvyn; Case Western Reserve University; AC February 1984 - Tibetan Political and Social System

HABERMAN, David L.; AIIS; AC January 1984 - Translation of Sixteenth Century Sanskrit Text of Bhaktirasamrtasindhu

GOULD, Harold A.; University of Illinois; December/January 1984-1985 - Team to India to gather Data on the Eighth General Elections to Be Held December/January 1984-1985

RAMUSACK, Barbara N.; University of Cincinnati; January 1984 - Sisters Not Adversaries: Interaction Among South Asian and Foreign Women, 1900-1950

HASSAN, Fekri A.; Washington State University; AC January 1984 - The Predynastic of the Nagada Region

JACOBS, Madeleine; Smithsonian Institution; MR May 1984 - India Today: A Series of Articles on Art, History, Culture, Science, Technology and Conservation

Short Term Faculty Fellowships; AIIS; 1984

DUBOIS, Ron; Oklahoma State University; AC February 1984 - Book Research and Publication: Massive Terra-Cotta Images of South

ENGBLOM, Philip Charles; AIIS; AC January 1984 - Translation of Corpus of Works of P.S. Rege (1910-1978)

ERICSON, Jonathon E.; California University (Irvine); AC February 1984 - The Pyrotechnology and Environmental Impact of Ancient Copper Oxide Ore Smelting at Kumbariya and Amgaji, Gujarat, India

DALES, George F.; University of California, Berkeley; Program Development Trip for Proposed Three-year Archaeological Project at Harappa Pakistan

DARLING, Gregogory J.; AIIS; AC January 1984 - Translation of Entire Ahirbudhnya Samhita

DIMOCK, JR., Edward C.; AIIS; AC January 1984 - American Institute of Indian Studies Fellowship Program

DIMOCK, JR., Edward C.; AIIS; AC January 1984 - Administration of the American Institute of Indian Studies in India
Advisory Council Meeting, February 10-11, 1984; AC February 1984 - Archeology, Anthropology, and Related Disciplines

ALLAN, Nigel J.R.; Louisiana State University; AC January 1984 - Human Ecology of the Siwalik and Outer Himalaya Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, India

ASHER, Frederick M.; Minnesota University; AC January 1984 - Architectural Plans; Nolanda and the Lodi-Mughal Transition

Ethnomusicology Conference; AIJS; 1984

AUNG-THWIN, Michael; Elmira College; AC January 1984 - In Search of Burma's Roots

BEEMAN, William O.; Brown University; AC January 1984 - Research Field Trip: Investigation of Communicative Aspects of Traditional Indian Improvisatory Theatre

BELL, Lanny; Chicago University; AC January 1984 - Continuation of Epigraphic Survey of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, Luxor, Egypt

CORT, Louise; Smithsonian Institution; MR May 1984 - Final Research, Manuscript Preparation, Cataloguing, and Film Annotation for a Study of the Potterservants of Jagannath Temple, Puri, Orissa

DALE, Stephen F.; Ohio State University; AC January 1984 - Field Survey of the Islamic Architecture of Kerala State, South India

WERNER, Michael; State University of New York; AC January 1983 - Effects of Roman Colonial System Investigation of Military-Civilian Complex, Serbia (Yugoslavia)

WHITE, Charles S.J.; American University; AC January 1983 - Vaishnava Literature Microfilm Project

ZAGARELL, Allen; Duke University; AC January 1983 - A Research Development Trip, Ethnoarcheological, Archeological, & Historical Study of South Indian Pastoralism

TUCKER - Mail Review; 1983

TUMMALA, Krishna K.; Montana State University; AC January 1983 - Reservation and Their Impact on Administrative Efficiency

WADLEY DERR, Susan; Syracuse University; AC January 1983 - Changing Lives: Karimpur Village

WALKER, Paul E.; ARCE; AC January 1983 - ARCE - Operation of Center in Egypt

ARCE Fellowship, 1983

TANEN, Ted; Indo-U.S. Subcommission on Education & Culture (The Asia Society); AC January 1983